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Have you ever felt as if your heart would burst within
you, so deeply were you moved by an experience? Have you
ever felt your spirit soar—longing to leave your body, to float
free from all restraint, yet never able to feel free enough?
Have you ever longed to jump and twirl and spin and glide,
even while you remained tied to the earth?
I have—as I sat in the balcony of a theatre, drinking in
the music of a symphony or caught up in the movement of a
ballet, my inner being taking flight over the railing and out
into the open space above the crowd below. Or as I watched
highland dancing for the first time or Métis stepping, or Maritime
fast step, or the drumming and dancing of a powwow.
How the music filled me to my core and called me forth to
move in rhythm with its cadence.
For as long as I can remember I wanted to dance, needed
to dance. I wanted to move to music, my inner being seeking
expression beyond words, in the sounds, the tempos, the
melodies. And indeed my inner self danced even when my
outer shell sat still and quiet. Was this my own inhibition or
the expectations of others?
After all, I wasn’t a dancer. I had never taken a dancing
lesson in my life. And yet, who among us has never seen a
small child dance, twirling and spinning and rejoicing in life?
How innate this is to all of us! But somewhere along the
path of life, we come to believe that we must be taught to
dance; we must do it right; we must do it like everyone else.
Even to be creative and spontaneous, we must take classes in
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creative dance and spontaneous movement.Dance is at the heart of cultural expression
for all societies
and peoples, and yet we have at times turned dance into a
competition, judging who does it best; every step measured
and every step the same. Am I doing it perfectly? Am I better
at it than everyone else? No wonder then, that for most of us
dance ceases to be an integral part of our daily existence.
Just how integral and innate the need is for me to express
my inner reality through movement gradually became clear
when I began to experience these same urgings to move, to
sway, to flow, to spin and twirl when I was at prayer. Often I
felt moved to bow, to lift my arms in praise, to give expression
to my inner experience with and through my entire body.
I shared this once with a retreat director, acknowledging
that even in the privacy if my own room, I seldom gave expression
to this inner calling. After all, I am not a dancer.
And far be it for me to use this medium of self-expression
when so many other attempts to be myself had met with criticism,
ridicule or rejection.
The retreat director encouraged me to go to one of the
large, empty conference rooms in the retreat centre and to
dance and move to my heart’s content. It took courage, but I
did it. My initial hesitant steps gave way to humming and
later to taped music, as I discovered the utter freedom of letting
myself be me—of letting my experience of God and my
God-me relationship overflow into bodily expression. In the
following days I danced the sorrows of my life, the wounds
that still needed healing, the loves I had known, and above
all, the presence of God in all of these. Tentatively, I let my
heart burst forth and my inner being soar, carrying over into
my body as I prayed the scriptures or exulted in the glory of
God in creation. How I longed, from time to time, to bring
this physical expression to my liturgical life, my celebrations
of Eucharist or reconciliation or sacramental healing.
While on a women’s retreat in 2005 I found myself musing
that I couldn’t be the only person who felt this way. I couldn’t
be the only person for whom movement and dance could be
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a deeply moving spiritual experience. Deep within me I felt a
calling to write a book entitled Dancing My Life, Dancing My
God which would use dance as a metaphor for relationship
with God, and for life lived out in this relationship. I wanted
to give expression to the deep joy and freedom of uninhibited
self-expression that is possible in our relationship with God. I
also wanted to invite others to recognize and respond to their
own personal calls in expressing their life and love in the
Lord.
Several people have commented on the title. They felt
that, “dancing my life” made sense. However, they suggested
that the second half of the title needed a preposition. But no
matter how I worded it: “dancing with my God” or “dancing
before my God” or “dancing because of my God”—it just didn’t
capture what I wanted to say. The prepositions were too limiting.
Dancing my God includes all prepositions, without exception,
and is greater than the meaning of any one. So, for
the sake of total inclusiveness that would allow you, the reader,
to find your own meaning and context in the title, I have left
it as dancing my God.
As I wrote, I looked for dance in the Jewish and Christian
scriptures. I reflected on how often the word “dance” occurs
in our sacred music. I saw “dance” in so many books by a variety
of authors, that I knew I wasn’t alone in finding meaning
in this metaphor.
I sent out questionnaires to friends and colleagues, inviting
them to reflect on their experiences with dance, especially
as it related to their spiritual life. I invited them to share the
fruit of their reflections with me and, ultimately, with you.
Some who responded passed the questionnaire on to their
friends with the same invitation. The results of their musings
form part of this book. (This questionnaire can be found in the Appendix).
Dancing My Life, Dancing My God in no way tries to be
an exhaustive look at dance in spirituality and religion. It is,
rather the result of my own interest in dance as a metaphor
for my relationship with my God, with creation and with
those who share this planet with me.
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My hope is that in reading this book you may discover
what sets your own inner being free; what brings you inner
freedom, release, joy; what helps you give expression to your
love, joy, sorrow and energy in the Lord. My hope is that youwill be moved to explore
that which calls to be loosed and
set free in your own life, so that your own expression of your
God-me relationship can know no bounds. May this book
dance you into your own inner space, there to contact that
which can and will and does give you the true freedom of a
daughter or son of God.
Dance your life! Dance your God! And thus give glory
and praise to the One from Whom all good things come.
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Canticle of Judith
I want to sing my life
merry melodies and dancing.
I want to hear the music in my days
and revel in the tunes of love and harmony.
I want to hear the music in my life
the chirp of birds, the sigh of wind in trees,
the screech of hawk, the traffic outside my window.
Robin’s song and wren’s serenade.
laughter of loved ones and greetings of friends.
I want to dance my days of life
slow and weaving, fast and alive.
I want to hum the inner tune of my heart
and sing full-voiced the Spirit-life within me.
I want to dance, and skip, and jump.
I want to sway and twirl and spin.
I want to know the varied melodies of life,
missing not a note,
tasting and savoring to the full
the wonders of WHAT IS.
I want to rest in gentleness and peace
the lullaby of God melodious in my heart.
I want to sleep embraced by Love divine
to wake anew to dance again
the music of life alive in my bones.
I want to smile and laugh and cry
to hear the strings and drums and horns.
Reels and jigs, serenades and symphonies,
dirges and funeral hymns.
I want to live as one fully alive
eager to be in all of my glory.
God’s handiwork, God’s art, God’s masterpiece
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one among many—all melodies of God’s heart.
Unique, special, universal wonder and awe.
Sing, my being, of greatness and wonder.
Sing, my being, of acceptance and love.
Sing, my being, of sorrow and hardship.
Sing, my soul, of all that is and was and will be.
Dance my life!
Turn and spin.
Sway and shuffle.
Leap and fly.
Listen and lie still.
Dance my life!
Dance with joy.
Dance with sorrow and hope and pain.
Dance in freedom and dance in enslavement.
Dance each day to the final Dance,
never ending,
the Dance of all dances.
Hum, sing, dance my life!
I want to dance my singing life of love.
Judith Pellerin
April 2004
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It is my belief that dance has always been a part of human
experience. Certainly, for some of us, our whole life and inner
being call forth this expression of who and what we are. Dance,
as history tells us, has also been a part of religious ritual because
religious expression is meant to encompass and include
the whole of who we are.
Each of us has a dance which is unique, unlike any other
that has ever been or will ever be because each person is
unlike any other and our relationship with God is one of a
kind. The life of the Spirit within us is unique. Only we can
dance our dance. How sad to leave it undanced. Each of us,
whether we are a lover of dance or not, is called to “dance”
our life and to “dance” our relationship with our God.
Someone once said, “You only live once but if you live
right, once is enough.” What is “living right”? For me it is to
claim each day, each moment, and to live it to the full. To
dance each day—not to drag my feet, listless and unenthusiastic.
To have zest and zeal for life, be it dusting the furniture,
giving a workshop, shopping for groceries, visiting with a
friend, ministering at a nursing home, working in my garden,
doing Tai Chi, giving a Reiki session, acting as a spiritual director,
cooking a meal, washing the clothes—to live each
moment and each event of my life as a dance.
Right living also means remembering that I don’t go
through life alone. Every moment of every day, God journeys
with me, surrounding me in all that is, and dwelling within
my innermost being. In Isaiah 30:21, God says, “This is the
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way; walk in it.” We need to be aware of God’s presence at
each moment, in each event and situation, within each person
we encounter. Then life can become a dance. There are no
times, places or persons in which God is not present. When I
remember this Presence, then indeed I can dance the moments
of my life.
“But not all the times of my life are necessarily happy,”
you might say. “Most of my life is quite routine and ordinary,
easily becoming ho-hum and monotonous.” All the more reason
to dance each moment so as to keep each second alive
and life-giving.
“And what about the sorrows and losses, and disappointments
and unfulfilled dreams?” you might add. “What about
the fears, and hurts and darkness? Can every moment of my
life be danced? The highs and the lows? The exciting and the
dull routine? The light and the dark? The lonely and the fulfilled?”
Let’s take a look at the story of the prodigal son (Luke
15:11-32). The younger son goes off to seek his fortune. His
dance at home is not exciting enough. The father honours
his son’s seeking and lets him follow his own lead in the dance.
This son soon discovers that a lot can go wrong with his
dance if he tries to lead himself or lets just anyone lead him.
He discovers that not all dances are of equal value for his life.
He fails miserably in his dance because he has not discerned
which dance is really right for him. And so the lost son returns
home and falls at his father’s feet.
And what has his father been doing while his son has
been away? Every day he has waited at the gate, his heart
dancing with expectation and hope and longing. No room in
him for the dance of anger or revenge or punishment. And
so when his son appears and falls at his feet, the father raises
him up and invites him to dance anew. There are new clothes,
a ring for his finger, a feast to celebrate with music and fine
food. Just because one dance didn’t work out doesn’t mean
the dancing is finished. The son is showered with love and
forgiveness. There is no room for shuffling around in shame
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and guilt.
And what of the older brother? In him there is no room
for the dance of forgiveness, the dance of welcome or the
dance of acceptance. His life has been one of servitude, not
dance, and so he is unable to share in the joy and thanksgiving
of the father. He cannot enter into the dance of hope fulfilled,
longing answered and sin forgiven.
Was there dancing at this feast of homecoming? I have
no doubt there was. Most important was the dancing of the
heart which took place, in the father and the younger son, as
well as the dancing which failed to be set free in the elder
brother. He had lost his ability to love. His self-centered complacency
not only denied love, but could not understand love.
There is much food for thought here, calling us to reflect on
our own lives, our own dances danced and dances ignored
and denied.
Dancing does not occur only in moments of joy and light.
There is dancing to be done in moments of sadness and darkness
as well. There are dances into which we readily enter,
and, as in the case of the elder brother, dances we deny ourselves because of anger, feelings of betrayal, resentment or
jealousy. The person most hurt by his refusal to enter into
the dance was the elder brother himself.
Carey Landry wrote a most beautiful hymn entitled,
“Dance in the Darkness.” It is a song about dancing in the
midst of sorrow, of pain, of waiting, of weakness. A song about
dancing the darkness of our lives. A song about dancing into
new life, new birth, new joy, new strength.
Dance in the darkness, slow be the pace
surrender to the rhythm of redeeming grace.
Dance in the darkness, slow be the pace
surrender to the rhythm of redeeming grace.
Although you go forth weeping, carrying your seed to be sown
you shall come back rejoicing, carrying your sheaves full grown.
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Dance in the darkness, slow be the pace
surrender to the rhythm of redeeming grace.
A woman in childbirth suffers because her time has come
but when she holds her child in her arms, her joy returns again.
Dance in the darkness, slow be the pace
surrender to the rhythm of redeeming grace.
Jesus, Lord of weakness, we wait in joyful hope;
see our weakness, be our strength,
Jesus be our light, as we
dance in the darkness, slow be the pace
surrender to the rhythm of redeeming grace.1
1

Carey Landry. “Dance in the Darkness.” Abba, Father. OCP Publications. Portland, Oregon. 1988.

Thoughts for Reflection

What is trying to be birthed in my life? What is the pain
involved? How can I dance this moment, this birthing, this
pain?
Is there weeping in my life right now? Has there been in
the past? Would trying to dance my tears have made a difference?
Would my dance of sorrow have ripened my sheaves of
joy more fully, more swiftly? Would dancing my woes, my
hurts, my woundedness have helped open me to the river of
life beneath?
Perhaps this sounds a bit like denial. It isn’t intended to.
Pain and hurt and grief will always be a part of our lives. But
how we deal with these factors will make all the difference in
the world. Joy and love and newness will also always be a
part of our lives. How fully do we embrace them?
To dance is to choose. To dance is to move, to not sit on
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the sidelines as life happens. To dance is to engage my whole
being in response to the music of my life, whatever direction
that music takes, whatever cadence that music holds. To
dance is to be free and honest and total in my response. To
dance is sometimes to reach for a partner, knowing that I
don’t need to dance alone. To dance my life is to dance even
when no partner is there. And to dance with my God is to
know that a Partner is always dancing with me, within me,
unbidden, at my side, leading and guiding gently yet skilfully,
knowing all the steps and directing me through the music to
the finale, the end. And heaven is the culminating and eternal
dance where every step has been mastered, where every person
can join in, where majesty and power and greatness abound,
where joy and love and unity pervade all that is.
In the novel, Zorba the Greek, Zorba’s actions are a prime
example of dancing one’s life in spite of difficult circumstances
and setbacks. For Father Ken Koep, a Catholic priest for 50
years, the Zorba’s character has been a source of wonder and
challenge. Zorba’s response to the ups and downs of his life
was to dance. For the Greek male of that time, dance was
one of the greatest ways to express deep feelings and beliefs,
and Zorba is a lively and very human example of this kind of
outpouring. On one occasion, when his boss laments the woes
of life, Zorba responds, “I spit on your anguish.”2 When his
boss is completely unable to grasp what keeps Zorba going in
the face of life’s hardships, Zorba invites, “Dance, boss.”3
2&3

Nikos Kazantzakis. Zorba the Greek. John Lehmann Ltd. New York. 1953. (English version).

Father Ken, aged 74 and facing health issues, was reminded
of Zorba’s positive approach to life. He couldn’t help
but see a comparison between Zorba and the call of the
Gospels to each of us. Father Ken writes:
“We tend to deny the fragility of our human nature. We
want to put this fragility out of the way. The sick, suffering
and handicapped make us uneasy because they remind
us that we are made of the same stuff. Life rubs our
name in the fact that we are not in control. We also are
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subject to illness, old age, failure and abandonment. We
want to get the poor, handicapped, sick and old off the
streets because we don’t want to be reminded of our own
clay feet. But the Risen Lord is still the crucified Lord.
The resurrection does not deny or wipe out the crucifixion.
‘Put your hand into my side,’ Jesus said to Thomas. Christ
remains with us as the risen, crucified Lord.
“Our consumer culture promises that all forms of human
vulnerability are avoidable if we have a big enough bank
account, the right insurance, the latest model car or the
most effective deodorant. ‘Never let them see you sweat.’
“Even worse, authentic human relationships are suspect
because true love means we are totally vulnerable. Not
in control. We fall in love with pets, cars, houses, computers
and all the latest technology. Why? It’s simple. We
can control them.
“Zorba danced in the face of defeat. He was much like St.
Paul who wrote, ‘Gladly will I glory in my infirmity.’ (2
Cor.12:10). The true Christian acknowledges and
humbly accepts his fragility. I am weak, poor and vulnerable,
but this is me. I am happy to have even this much
and I need to celebrate even that. For the Christian, there
is no room for despair. Why would Paul glory in his infirmities?
Because then the power of the risen Christ was
active in him. Why did Zorba dance? It came to him
quite spontaneously. It wasn’t the result of theological
reasoning. For Zorba there was humour in human weakness.
The incongruity of such a noble personality joined
to twenty-two feet of gut.
“We also can laugh at life if we realize that the end of the
story is not here. Life is much, much bigger than this or
that project. (It is) faith in the nobility of humankind in
spite of frailty. My spirit is bigger than this or that setback.
And so, with Zorba, we dance.”
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How do I choose my dance? How do I decide which steps
to use? I need to know who I am as a person. What makes
me tick? What makes me different from all others? What
makes me who I am? This will dictate my dance. What is important
in my life? Unimportant? This also will influence my
dance. What are my gifts, my talents? How can I bless this
world, what can I offer to those around me? The more I know
myself, the more successfully I can choose my dance at any
given moment of my life.
Martin Smith in The Word is Very Near You says that
there are two kinds of experiences in life: “experiences of
being accompanied by others, in communion with them, included,
held, and, on the other hand…the experience of independence
and distinctness with initiative all our own.”4
These different types of experiences require and call forth
different dances within. Different dances for different times.
What is my relationship with God? With Jesus? With the
Spirit? Who are they for me—and who do I believe I am to
them? All of this will affect my dance.
4

Martin Smith. The Word Is Very Near You. Cowley Publications. Cambridge, Massachusetts. 1989.

Carey Landry has another wonderful hymn of dancing in
the Lord, “And the Father Will Dance.” In this hymn, God’s
Self dances for joy in God’s people:
Shout for joy all you his people
Rejoice! Exalt with all your heart!
Yahweh, your God, is in your midst.
He will exalt with joy over you.
He will renew you by his love.
He will dance with shouts of joy for you, as on a day of festival.
And the Father will dance as on a day of joy
He will exalt over you and renew you by his love.
Shout for joy all you his people
Sing aloud and proclaim with all your heart
For Yahweh your God is in your midst.
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And the Father will dance as on a day of joy
He will exalt over you and renew you by his love.
You have no more evil to fear
You have no more evil to fear
Do not let your hands fall limp
For Yahweh your God is in your midst.
And the Father will dance as on a day of joy
He will exalt over you and renew you by his love.
And when the time comes I will rescue the lame
And when the time comes I will gather the strays
And when the time comes I will be your guide
I will gather you in and give you renown among all peoples.
And the Father will dance as on a day of joy
He will exalt over you and renew you by his love.5
5

Carey Landry. “And the Father Will Dance.” Abba, Father. OCP Publications. Portland, Oregon. 1988.

What a magnificent thought! Our God, the great Creator
of the universe, the Potter who fashions us and reshapes us
(Jeremiah 18: 1-7), the One who calls us to oneness, the One
to whom Jesus prayed and whom Jesus revealed as Abba, this
God dances with joy over us. This God, so moved by love for
us, knowing our potential for greatness, dwelling within us
and around us, this God dances the dance of exaltation and
joy because of us, the works of God’s hands. How can we not
join in the dance? How can we not unite our dance to that of
the Creator? How can we not be as one with the dance of
others? How can we not exult over ourselves and our brothers
and sisters, dancing and exulting at all God has done and
continues to do for us, in us and through us?
In the following chapter, I will share the reflections of
others on this theme of spiritual dance.
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When I first conceived of this book, I invited some individuals
to reflect on “dance” in their own lives. It is with joy,
awe and gratitude that I share some of these reflections with
you. As far as possible, I have left these reflections in the
words of the writer. I invite you to seek your own experiences
as reflected in those shared here. May these sharings touch a
note deep within you, leading you to reflect on your own realities
of life and your relationship with the God of your dance.
Connie Moker-Wernikowski has been a professional modern
dancer for over 30 years. She is also a teacher of dance
and artistic director of a pre-professional youth ballet company.
Connie is married with four children aged 16 to 27. Connie
writes:
“For me, dancing can be one of the most exquisite experiences
of my life. When I feel that my body is strong and
powerful and completely under my control, that every
inch of my flesh is—on my call—expressing or interpreting
an artistic idea or emotion, then the experience is exhilarating.
I think it must be equivalent to when athletes say
they are ‘in the zone.’
Chapter Two
“Dance is my career, my way of earning a living, my art,
my passion, my contribution. It has also been a vehicle of
suffering and discouragement as I have dealt with trying
to reach an ideal which is impossible, with constant correction
18

and competition, and with somehow learning to
believe that my talent, my body, my ideas are never quite
good enough. As I age, there are new challenges—pain
and arthritis resulting from years of pushing myself physically.
But I still rush off to dance class to continue to
train and shape my movement with joy and excited anticipation.
“Dance has been my life. Dance has taught me discipline,
how to work very hard and to persevere. It has also given
me a creative diversion from the ordinary and the mundane.
“I know that God is with me when I dance, permeating
my body, my muscles, my spirit, celebrating together the
joy of movement and life. I have often asked God to be
part of my dancing, my directing, my choreography, my
teaching, to help me spread love and acceptance and
peace to those with whom I work, and to give inspiration
and a glimpse of the holy to our audiences.”
Marilyn Scheske was educated in the field of journalism.
Her career embraced public relations, marketing, communications
and advertising. Now retired, Marilyn is engaged in
retreat work, spiritual direction and ongoing exploration of
the spiritual life. Marilyn’s reflections on life and relationship
with God, in the image of dance, gave rise to this poem.
Dance of Life
Holy One, you come to me
with hands outstretched
inviting me to embrace
the dance of life.
But I
with two left feet
hesitate
and stumble.
You invite me to come
to leave worries behind
to enter the now.
And for brief, fleeting seconds I get it
19

I let go
I dance the universe
and the duties of dailiness
disintegrate in the dancing dust.
God, turn these seconds into moments
and the moments into hours
and make me intoxicated
with the dance of life.
Eileen McTeague is a senior citizen, mother of four, grandmother
of six. At the time she sent this to me, her husband of
52 years had recently gone into a nursing home. Eileen wrote
a poem about dancing with the Lord after a prayer experience
on a retreat. In the prayer, she danced with Jesus on marble
walkways lined with flowers. She danced under the stars with
snow on the ground and in the trees. It was a moving experience
for her and she wanted to share her poem with you.
Life’s Dance
Let me hear your heartbeat, Lord,
and let me find the rhythm.
Teach me to dance with heart and soul
with all good men and women.
I hear the music in my heart,
I sing with joy and praise,
and hope to dance with lighter step
through my remaining days.
You are the music of my soul,
my partner in life’s dance
and may I follow always
in your pure and loving glance.
And when the music stops for me,
my life gone from this earth,
then may your heartbeat sound a chord
to herald my new birth. Amen.
20

Margaret Dufour, aged 71, is married and the mother of
three grown children and grandmother of six. A retired nurse,
she and her husband, Joe, like to spend part of their winters in
Victoria, B.C. and the rest of the year in their beautiful home
at Kinookima Beach, SK. Margaret wrote the following
thoughts while reflecting on ‘dancing my life, dancing my God.’
“When I hear the word ‘dance’ I think of real joy and happiness.
From my earliest memories, I always loved to
move to music. Apparently, when I was a 2½ year-old
flower girl for a relative’s wedding, every time the music
started I got up and ‘danced’…or moved somehow to the
music. When the music stopped, I stopped.
“As I grew older, my love became figure skating and then,
instead of dancing to music, I skated, usually in my daydreams
where I could do many more wonderful moves in
my head than through my body.
“When Joe and I were married, one of our real pleasures
was that we could dance well together. Although we only
dance once or twice a year now, we ‘dance’ together in
other ways and in other parts of our lives.
“For me, ‘dancing with my God’ means being comfortable
living my life as God (Jesus) would want me to. When I
move in harmony to what feels right and good in my
thoughts, feelings and actions, I feel God is living in and
moving with and through me. Although I don’t always
feel in harmony with what is going on in my life, I do
strive to be happy with who I am and comfortable with
what I am doing.”
A rather lengthy account of an actual life experience was
sent to me by an Anglican priest, Bonnie Raynor, who, at the
time of writing this, had been in the ministry for a couple of years.
“It was my first Pastoral Charge, so there were a lot of
new learnings. I had come to ministry from a nursing
21

perspective, which had been my previous career. More
often than not, I approached pastoral situations drawing
on my experiences as comforter from that discipline.
“I’ll call her Nancy. And she was fairly new to worship.
One Christmas, there was a crisis in her family. Her sister’s
new baby developed an infection a few days after
his birth. Benjamin lived only nine days, dying two weeks
before Christmas. Nancy was devastated. Her tears were
constant and her pain deep.
“Sometime later, I again had occasion to visit with Nancy
at the hospital. This time, she was grieving a more personal
loss. When Nancy was pregnant with her fourth child,
her husband, a man of different nationality and upbringing,
insisted she have an abortion.
“He felt they could not afford another child. She was already
overburdened with the children they had. In her
confusion and desire to please him, she went ahead with
the abortion. We talked of this. I listened and let her cry.
Then I asked her if she would come with me to the hospital
chapel where we could have more privacy.
“Ironically, as we entered, there was the statue of the infant
Jesus under a makeshift nativity scene. We were so emotional
by this time about babies, our initial reaction was
to laugh. We knelt in prayer. In pouring out her heart
over the loss of her own beloved fourth infant, Nancy
discovered the true and deeper meaning of God’s great
love and forgiveness. And oh, how she needed to forgive
herself. Prayer, compassion and a recognition that life can
begin anew were the hallmarks of our chapel visit. We
walked together back to her hospital room and I went on
my way to tend to other pastoral and ministerial duties.
“Several weeks later I received a phone call from Nancy.
Would I go and see her? When I entered her room, the
healing was evident. Smiling, she told me how her pain
had begun to subside, her heart losing its burden. She
22

presented me with a shoe box and inside lay a crepe paper
angel she had made. In the angel’s arms was a child,
wrapped in swaddling clothes.
‘Thank you, Nancy,’ I exclaimed through my own tears.
‘But this angel is not holding the Christ Child or little
Benjamin is it? This angel is holding your own little infant.’
Nancy wept and smiled, appreciative of my perception of
her own heart.
“Our relationship continued as friends and pastor/parishioner
as long as I remained in the Charge. It was sometime
later, in another Pastorate, that Angelique, at seven
months gestation, lived only long enough for her parents
to see her beautiful blue eyes. And once again, I found
myself going to offer comfort and support as they laid
their firstborn to rest.
“What to do? What words to offer? Almost on impulse, I
picked up the angel Nancy had given me and drove to
the cemetery. Standing at the graveside, I told them the
story and gave them the angel. The mother thanked me
and clung to this angel, sharing somehow in another
woman’s pain. I know that a year later they gave birth to
a healthy baby boy.
“Still the story goes on. That Christmas, having told one
of my nursing friends Nancy’s story, I received from my
friend another angel. I tucked it away in my cupboard of
treasures.
“Last year, in yet another church, we began Advent with
a celebration of angels. We called it a ‘Season of Angels’.
We hung tiny lace angels on the tree. These symbols of
God’s presence fairly danced on the evergreen. We shared
stories of people’s experiences with angels and listened to
God’s messages through angels in biblical times.
“A grandmother in the congregation had just completed a
year of chemo and radiation. She was doing well, and
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she and her husband were delightedly awaiting the birth
of their first grandchild. Sadly, this infant boy died at
term during the birthing process. Once again, I was beset
with the need for words, faith in distress and symbols of
comfort. Once again, I told the story to the congregation,
and gave the angel away to these receptive grandparents.
“It is hard to write these words and to share the sense of
profound pain, mixed as it was with attempts to find consolation.
What is it about ‘angels’ that helps people come
to terms with faith, with life and death issues, with unfairness
in the face of living? I have no answers except
that in actions of love and offering of ourselves, we discover
more about the strength and grace of others.
“The lace angels of that Christmas found their way to
bedsides of the elderly, to the hands of little children and
to hospital patients. And their dance goes on because the
angels were given with the understanding that those who
received would pass them on when a need for them was
made known. I know they will, because I too have another
angel in my care, waiting for just that time when tears
overwhelm and someone needs a visible symbol to take to
heart the message of God’s love: ‘I will never leave you
or forsake you.’ The dance of life is felt in the gentle
sound of knowing that God and God’s angels are near.”
What a variety of responses from reflecting on the image
of dance. How unique was each person’s experience as, in
prayer, she explored her own relationship with God and some
key moments in her life.
Perhaps these reflections awakened within you a memory,
a life experience, a time of prayer, an inner movement, a call,
a new or old insight. I invite you to sit with whatever arose
within you as you read these accounts, these poems, these
prayers. Let your own response expand within you. Get in
touch with your own inner self. Call to mind your own dances
of life, sad and joyful. Think, write, draw, dance—whatever
response is called forth from within you. Set free within yourself
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that expression which best connects you with your lived
experience. Know the presence of the One who leads you in
the Dance and is always there to partner you along the way.
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1. For some, “dance” conjures up happy thoughts and feelings,
while for others it is a word of dread. For these latter, dance
is something to be avoided, surely not enjoyed. What is your
personal experience in this regard? You may want to journal
about this.
2. What kind of dance has your life been? Draw a timeline,
from your birth until the present moment. Along it write the
important events of your life. Now go back and fill in the
ordinary but memorable times, be they happy or sad.
• Which moments in your life line would have been a ballet?
A jig? A waltz? A reel? Which would have been a dirge?
Perhaps other forms of dance would best describe some of the
events of your life. Write them in along your timeline.
• When would you have danced alone? When did you dance
with a partner or a group? Perhaps you would like to name
them.
• Perhaps you want to take a few days, or weeks, to dance
each chapter of your life as you have written it here. Let
yourself move freely, in whatever way your inner being feels
called to move. Let your whole being, body and spirit, express
your inner feelings as you review your life.
• Know the freedom, the intensity, the divine communion,
the healing and wholeness which comes from dancing your
life.
3. Do you enjoy the dance(s) of your life or are you simply
going through the motions, dragging your feet, stooped over,
sighing? Where does God fit in? Do you believe that God
wants you to dance?
• What are you dancing now, at this moment in your life? Is
there a dance within you longing to be set free? What is
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keeping it chained within?
4. Do you let others dictate how you are to dance, or even if
you will dance at all? By whom is your life choreographed:
society, culture, the media, fashion gurus, the Church,
neighbours, family, friends, peers, career…? Do you let your
own inner music well up within you and overflow into your
life, or do you squelch it and push it down further inside
yourself? Do you dare to live spontaneously, letting the dance
develop as it will?
5. Is your dance of life a competition where you need to be
perfect, to get every step right, to be the best, to win the prize?
Do you need to do your dance like everyone else or can you
vary from the crowd? What does this say about your outlook
on life? On God? On other people?
6. For you, what is life when viewed as dance? Who is God
when viewed as the Creator of the dance? The Master of the
dance?
• Do you see God, the Choreographer, as One who demands
that you dance in a predetermined way, or as One who puts
on the music and tells you to do your own thing?
• Or does God give you directions then invite you to be
creative, improvising as the Spirit and your inner being
suggest?
7. Remember, “You only live once but if you live right, once
is enough” and “Life is not a dress rehearsal.” What do these
say about dancing your life? About dancing your God?
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